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Abstract

This paper studies technology adoption (education or an increase in total factor productivity)

and globalization as two separate instruments available to the government of a small country.

We �nd that in an autocracy ruled by the elite, adopting a new technology or globalization

by itself, increases their utility. The country hence tends to adopt one or the other policy.

However, once they open to trade, the same elite are strictly against adopting a new technology.

In contrast, democracies ruled by the vote of the population/workers, favor a combined policy

of globalization and technology adoption. This also reinforces arguments against globalization

with respect to welfare as globalization on its own tends to move a country to a more backward

position in terms of distance to the world technology frontier, i.e. a moves towards specialization

in the agricultural sectors. To sum up, technology adoption and globalization are substitutes in

an autocracy, while complements in a democracy.
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1 The Basic Model

1.1 Demand

Preferences are Cobb-Douglas over a homogeneous agricultural good Y and a composite di¤erenti-

ated good X, which is CES over a continuum of varieties of X:

U = Y (1��)X�

where

X =

"Z N

0

x(i)�di

# 1
�

;

the elasticity of substitution across varieties of X is � = 1
1�� > 1, and i represents each variety.

Consumers consider the set of varieties consumed as an aggregate good, X, with aggregate price

PX =

"Z N

0

p(i)1��di

# 1
1��

:

Total demand for each variety is

x(i) = Ap(i)�� ;

where p(i) is the price of variety i and

A =
�E

P 1��X

is aggregate demand in the X sector, taken as given by �rms.

1.2 Agriculture

The agricultural sector is perfectly competitive with homogeneous products. There are two factors

of production: labor LA and land T . The good is produced through a Cobb-Douglas production

function

Y (LA; T ) = aL
�
AT

1��;

using a constant returns to scale technology. We choose a = 1=��(1 � �)1�� to simplify the cost

function. Total expenditure spent on agricultural goods must equal total earnings in that sector so
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that

(1� �)E = rT + wLA;

where r is rent for land and w is wages in the agricultural sector. Total supply of the Y good must

equal demand so

Y (LA; T ) = (1� �)E; (1)

where we take the price of the agricultural good as the numeraire. Earnings by workers and land

owners are respectively

wLA = �(1� �)E = �Y (LA; T );

rT = (1� �)(1� �)E = (1� �)Y (LA; T );

which together give

r =
(1� �)
�

LA
T
w:

1.3 Industry

Each good is produced using only labor. Each worker is endowed with an individual skill level Z 2

[1;1]. The distribution of skills in the population is given by G(Z) with density g(Z). Agricultural

production does not require any skills; i.e., all workers employed in that sector produce the same

amount regardless of their skill level. Therefore, up to the threshold Z� above which workers are

hired in the industrial sector, all workers� inverse productivity is ZY = 1. In the industry sector

each worker produces Z � 1 units of the good.

Revenue of each �rm in sector X with free entry is

RX = CX(xX + FX): (2)

where xX is production by one �rm. Following Yeaple (2005), �xed costs is represented in terms

of a quantity of output that must be produced but cannot be sold. Free entry ensures that pro�ts

for �rms is equal to zero: i.e. revenue by �rms must equal to its cost. In monopolistic competition

settings with CES preferences, the revenue of a �rm less its variable cost is a �xed multiple of its
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revenue RX=�, which with free entry must be less than or equal to its �xed cost CXFX giving

RX = �CXFX (3)

Putting this back to (2) we get

xX = (� � 1)FX : (4)

Output in the X sector goes to two ends: to the product market and to satisfy the �xed cost. Hence,

total e¤ective output implicit those used for the �xed cost by each �rm is xX +FX , which given (4)

is equal to �FX . This is the total output by one �rm. It follows that the total number of �rms is

the share of a �rm in total output in the industry :

NX(Z
�) =

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

�FX
(5)

The equilibrium number of �rms is therefore negatively correlated with Z�. Firms charge a constant

mark up over unit costs 1

pi =
�

� � 1CX :

We de�ne unit cost CX as

CX =W (Z)=Z:

Firms minimize their costs given the equilibrium wage distribution. Given the wage distribution

W (Z) = CXZ, there must be some worker with skill Z� who is indi¤erent about working in the X

or the Y sector. We have therefore w(LA; T ) =W (Z�) = C�XZ
�. This gives

CX =
w(LA; T )

Z�
< w(LA; T ) = CY (6)

where the wage is decreasing in Z� (due to decreasing marginal product of labor in the agricultural

sector), while the denominator is increasing in Z�. Unit cost is therefore a decreasing function of

Z�.2

1Note that the revenue of each �rm can also be fond using the marked up price to get Ri = (pi � CX)xX =

xXCX
(��1) = �CXFX where we have used (4) to rewrite xX .
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In a perfectly competitive labor market, wage distributionW (Z�) over Z adjusts to equalize unit

costs of �rms, and in turn satisfy the free entry condition.3 If Z� increases, the lowest skilled worker

in the X sector is more productive (skilled) than the one before, but is forced to accept a lower wage

set in the agricultural sector. Hence, a higher Z� has a negative e¤ect on W (Z) for all workers in

the X sector.

1.4 Equilibrium

Total expenditure in the X sector is

PX

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z) = �E: (7)

We can solve for the equilibrium (relative) price of X by dividing (7) by (1), to get

PX =
�

1� �
Y (LA; T )
1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

(8)

Notice that the last term of the RHS is simply the relative production in the Y sector with respect

to that in the X sector.

Therefore the relative price of the manufacturing sector in a closed economy is an increasing

function of the cut o¤ point Z�. Note that Y (Z�; T ) is increasing and

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z) decreasing in Z�.

In autarky, the market clearing condition in the Y sector can be used to pin down the equilibrium

Z�. Demand for Y must be equal to the share of wages and land rents spent on Y . Total expenditure

on Y must then be

Y (LA; T ) = (1� �)E = (1� �)[rT + w(LA; T )LA + CX
1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)]

Y (LA; T ) = (1� �)[Y (LA; T ) +
w(LA; T )

Z�

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)]

2Note that Z� is not equal to one because the worker is skilled and has a higher productivity than if it would have

worked in the agriculture sector which requires no skills.
3This also makes the least skilled worker in the X sector indi¤erent between being there or in the agricultural

sector.
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Solving for Y we get

Y (LA; T ) =
1� �
�

w(LA; T )

Z�

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z);

where w(LA; T ) can be considered as the real wage of farmers with respect to agricultural goods.

Using Y (LA;T )
w(LA;T )

= LA
� and LA =

Z�Z
0

dG(Z) = G(Z�), the equilibrium can be written only in terms of

Z�:

G(Z�)Z� = �
1� �
�

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z); (9)

or

G(Z�)

1�G(Z�) = �
1� �
�

~Z(Z�)

Z�
;

where

~Z(Z�) =
1

1�G(Z�)

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

is the average productivity (output per worker) in the X industry. It is easy to see from equation

(9) that a distribution with a higher average productivity in the X sector implies a higher income,

a proportionally higher demand for Y goods, and thus a shift of labor to the agricultural sector.

2 The World Technology Frontier

We now extend the model to a world economy by introducing a second country to represent the rest

of the world. We continue the analysis of our small economy, which now confronts the rest of the

world, to study the political economy of technology adoption and globalization. We assume that the

rest of the world enjoys a lower unit cost than the small economy under consideration: CW < CX .

The intuition behind the inequality is that the rest of the world lies on the technological frontier.

Another reasoning would be that the rest of the world has a lower or equal relative endowment of

land. This results in a higher agricultural output in the small economy, increasing the unit cost

in the manufacturing sector CX as shown in (6). Thus, countries with a lot of natural resources

also face larger manufacturing prices in autarchy. An increase in land hence gives us a hypothetical

situation of

T "=) w(LA; T ) "=) LA "=) Y (LA; T ) "=) PX # :
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2.1 Technology Adoption

To introduce skill biased technology adoption in a closed economy, we look at a simple case of a

technology/productivity shock in the X sector in autarky. This can be represented as an increase

in the productivity of all workers. Namely, we have a rise in Z(A) through an increase in the

productivity factor A where �Z(A)=�A > 0.4

As Z must increase for all workers, Z� also necessarily increases. We must now pin down the

e¤ect of A on Z�. Looking at (9), we can see that the skill premium
~Z(Z�)
Z� determines the direction

of change in Z� as a result of adopting a new technology.

We now look at the total e¤ect of technology adoption (a special case with an increase in pro-

ductivity of all workers by an exponent A > 1) on total output in the X sector, i.e.

1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z) =

[1�G(Z�)] ~Z(Z�)A. We know that average productivity and hence production by each worker in the

X sector rises. The change in

1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z) also depends on [1 � G(Z�)] and hence Z�. While the

direct e¤ect of A on output is positive, it could also have an indirect negative e¤ect by increasing

Z�.

Proposition 1 Introduction of a new homogeneous technology in sector X necessarily increases the

threshold Z�.

Proof. We use the implicit function rule to �nd the a¤ect of technology adoption, an increase

in A, on Z�. Using (9), de�ne

F (Z�; A) = G(Z�)k �

1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z)

Z�A
= 0

where k = 1
�

�
1�� . To see the e¤ect of an increase in A on Z

�,we di¤erentiate to get

dZ�

dA
= � �F (:)=�A

�F (:)=�Z�
= �

�
1Z
Z�

ZA (lnZ � lnZ�) dG(Z)=Z�A

G0(Z�)k �

Z�Ad

0BB@
1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z)

1CCA=dZ��AZ�A�1
1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z)

[Z�A]2

> 0:

4See appendix for an alternative explanation of enhancing the distribution of skills through the promotion of

education.
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It can be seen that satisfying the demand for agricultural goods plays an important role in a

closed economy. An increase in income raises demand for the Y good, which can only be satis�ed by

domestic production. This along with higher productivity in the X sector and a sebsequent reduced

labor requirement causes Z� to rise. Notice that the increase in the Z� can be interpreted as the

informal economy, agricultural sector, absorbing surplus labor and therefore providing a secondary

(inferior) opportunity for the workers losing their jobs due to the local market shrinking. They

are the lowest skilled and cannot work for the newly introduced more complex technology. In fact,

Chadhury, Yabuuchi and Mukhopadhyay (2006) mention that the ongoing process of globalization

has increased considerably the role played by this sector in in�uencing the pervasiveness of the

unemployment problem in developing countries. It is also true that less productive �rms cannot

cope with the new technology and have been forced out of the market.

Figure 1 shows the increase in Z� shifts down the wage curve of the agricultural sector (the

horizontal curve representing lnw shifts down because wages decrease), but increases the slope of

the wages of workers in the manufacturing sector as the slope is now determined by A: lnZ > lnZ.

Some workers will get lower wages, while those with su¢ ciently high enough skills end up with a

higher wage.

A �rst look at he results gives the impression that the relative price after technology adoption

is ambiguous as production in the Y sector increases and that in the X sector may increase (due

to A) or decrease (due to higher Z�) depending on the sign of d

0@1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z)

1A =dA. But looking
back at the equilibrium condition (9), we can prove that the direct e¤ect of A dominates and that

technology adoption always increases total output in the X sector.

Proof. Consider the equilibrium condition

G(Z�)Z� = �
1� �
�

1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z): (10)

We know that A increases Z� (proposition 1), so the LHS is increasing in A. Therefore, the RHS

must also increase to keep the equality, meaning that the value of the integral must increase, i.e.
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ln w(LA,T)

ln Ζ +ln CX

Z

Z*0 Z*1

log W
A.ln Ζ+ln CX

lower wage higher wage

d

0@1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z)

1A =dA > 0.
The relative price of the X good can be rewritten as

PX =
�

1� �
Y (LA; T )

1Z
Z�

ZAdG(Z)

(11)

to include expontent A for technology adoption. PX falls as a consequence of technology adoption

because the unit cost of production in this sector CX falls. This allows us to conclude that although

the production in both sectors rises by an increase in A, production in the X sector rises by more

than that in the Y sector.

2.2 Globalization

We now consider the case when the small open economy changes its trade policy from autarky to

an open economy, i.e. globalization. We maintain our prior assumption of CW < CX , which could

originate from either a larger endowment of land or an inferior technology with respect to the rest

of the world. As we have seen in the previous section, this also gives

PX > PW ;
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in autarky, where PW represents the price index of the manufacturing goods X in the rest of the

world.

We now look at the situation where the small economy opens to trade. This is demonstrated by

the extreme case of fully opening the economy, both in the X and the Y sector, so that free trade

prevails in all sectors.5 This also allows us to keep the normalization of the price of the Y good

to unity throughout the world. Opening to trade then requires an adjustment of prices towards the

world price, which is facilitated by a change in the unit cost of �rms in the X sector in our small

open economy. Prior to globalization, we must have

CW � CX =
w(LA; T )

Z�
; (12)

whereas after trade the equality CW = CX must hold. As a result, the only way to reduce the

CX and with it the PX is to move workers into the agricultural sector so that the numerator of

the RHS of (12) falls while the numerator rises. Note that this shift may be partial or lead to full

specialization in the agricultural sector. Either way, the results replicate those reached above in the

case of technology adoption, i.e. an increase in Z�.

Proposition 2 Globalization leads an small economy to adjust its relative price of the manufacturing

good towards that of the world, which can be facilitated by a reduction in its unit production cost CX .

The latter is made possible by a shift of workers into the agricultural sector, which reduces wages

there and increases the threshold skill level Z�.

2.3 Trade and Technology Adoption

We now look at the situation, where an small open economy adopts a more advanced technology to

move towards the world technology frontier. In this situation we know that the equality

CW =
w(LA; T )

Z�A
(13)

must be satis�ed. Note that the LHS of the equality CW is a constant, in this case, therefore an

increase in A must be accompanied by a reallocation of workers from the Y to the X sector to

5 Including intermediate levels of trade costs does not change the merits of our results.
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return to equilibrium. Skill-biased technology adoption hence directly increases the denominator,

which must then be followed by a decrease in Z�. The latter lowers the denominator and increases

the numerator w(LA; T ) due to a lower number of workers in the Y sector to o¤set the direct e¤ect

of a higher A.

Proposition 3 Technology adoption when free trade already prevails leads to a shift of workers into

the manufacturing sector in an small open economy, which increases wages in the agricultural sector

and decreases the threshold skill level Z�.

It is important to notice that opening the economy to trade relaxes the demand constraint for

the Y goods. The increased demand for these goods as a result of the higher income can now be

imported from the rest of the world. Therefore, Z� is now free to move down when workers decide to

move to the X sector where wages are now higher due to technology adoption. This trend continues

until wages in the two second are equalized in equilibrium.

We can conclude that after trade has been opened and we have settled for identical unit cost

equal to the world unit cost, the e¤ect of technology adoption is only of relevance in the case of

partial specialization.6 This requires a shift of workers out of the agricultural sector.

3 Political Economy

3.1 Preferences

Income of each individual is equal to her individual expenditure Ij = Ej as there is no saving. The

budget constraint is Ij = Y j + PXXj giving the optimal consumption of goods Y and X for each

individual.

Xj = �
Ij

PX
and Y j = (1� �)Ij :

6 If Globalization has lead to full specialization in the agricultural sector, then adopting a new technology in the

manufacturing sector has no signi�cance in the absence of that sector.
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Recall that the price of the agricultural good is taken as the numeraire. To know how the utility of

an individual j changes rewrite individual indirect utility as:

V j =
�
Y j
�1��

(Xj)�

which gives:

V j = �� (1� �)1�� I
j

P �X
:

The indirect utility of land owners is

V L =
1


�� (1� �)1�� (1� �)Y (LA; T )

P �X
; (14)

where  represents the political weight of the elite. We used IL = Tr = 1
 (1 � �)Y (LA; T ) as the

income of one land owner.

The indirect utility of a worker in the agricultural sector is

VW = �� (1� �)1�� w(LA; T )
P �X

(15)

where we used w(LA; T ) =
�Y (LA;T )

LA
as the income of one agricultural worker.

The indirect utility of a worker in the manufacturing sector is

V X = VW
Z

Z�
(16)

where we used W (Z) = w(LA; T ) ZZ� as the income of each manufacturing worker.

3.2 Vested Interests

Now we go back to (14), (15) and (16) to see the e¤ect of (a) technology adoption, (b) globalization,

(c) technology adoption and trade, on the indirect utility of the di¤erent groups in the society. For

this analysis we have to look at the direct e¤ect of A and its indirect e¤ect on Z�. The impact of

a more advanced technology (higher A) on indirect utility of each group can be divided into four

components: 1. the output e¤ect (Y ), 2. the substitution e¤ect (PX); 2. the income e¤ect (w); 3.

the skill premium e¤ect (Z=Z�).
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Landlords only experience the output and the substitution e¤ect and enjoy a direct utility pro-

portional to output in their sector and inversely related to the relative manufacturing price index.

Landlords gain from an increase in Z�, which occurs in the case of technology adoption or globaliza-

tion on its own. This is because both policies increase Y and reduce PX when applied on their own.

Therefore, we know from (14) that the elite de�nitely gain from technology adoption in autarky or

opening to trade given their initial technology. On the other hand, once open to trade, the price

PX and unit cost CX are �xed at the world prices. Technology adoption therefore only reduces Z�

and has the opposite consequences for the elite. Looking at (14) shows that while the denominator

remains unchanged, Y (LA; T ) in the numerator falls. This results in autocracies blocking education

or adoption of new technologies if they are already open to trade.

Proposition 4 A policy of technology adoption or globalization increases Z�, thereby increasing the

indirect utility of the elites. Thus, autocracies are in favor of technology adoption or globalization

as substitute policies. In the presence of trade, technology adoption reduces Z�, harming the elite.

Therefore, they block a move towards the world technology frontier when technology adoption and

trade are complementary policies.

With technology adoption or globalization as two separate policies on their own, all workers

experience the same substitution e¤ect as landlords, plus a negative income e¤ect as the base wage

rate w(LA; T ) falls with an increase in the number of workers in the agricultural sector that follows

a higher threshold Z�. If the income e¤ect dominates the substitution e¤ect, the workers in the

agricultural sector could be worse o¤, and the reverse holds if the substitution e¤ect is stronger.

The net e¤ect is therefore ambiguous. Nevertheless, agricultural workers are more likely to lose from

technology adoption than the elite.

Workers in the manufacturing sector may also be harmed as their wages also falls with an increase

in Z�. There is however an additional e¤ect that could make the higher skilled workers gain from

technology adoption. Recall that the wages of workers in this sector also depends on their individual

productivity relative to the productivity of the lowest skilled worker in that sector (at Z�), namely

the wage premium ZA

Z�A . Since �
ZA

Z�A =�A > 0, these workers could gain if (a) the new technology is
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su¢ ciently productive (large A), (b) their skill level is high enough, (c) initial distribution of skills

is high. Note that the e¤ect of A on Z� plays an important role here: if this is small, then the

income e¤ect is also small and workers in the manufacturing sector are very likely to be better o¤

with skill biased technology adoption. The skill premium e¤ect is absent in the case of globalization.

Therefore, workers as a whole are more likely to lose from globalization, whereas with technology

adoption the most skilled may gain.

Technology adoption in the presence of trade does not result in a change in PX (no substitution

e¤ect) and increases w(LA; T ) in (15) with a reduction in Z� and hence results in a positive income

e¤ect for all workers. Skilled workers gain even more because in addition to the income e¤ect, they

experience a positive skill premium e¤ect as it can be seen in (16).

Proposition 5 Technology adoption or globalization as a sole policy results in a negative income

e¤ect for all workers as it increases Z�. If this dominates the positive substitution e¤ect enjoyed

by all citizens, workers oppose either policy on its own. Consequences of globalization are more

drastic as even the most skilled workers lose. Technology adoption with free trade however bene�ts

all workers from a positive income and skill premium e¤ect. Democracies therefore favor a dual

policy of technology adoption and free trade.

3.3 Further Discussion

We now extend our discussion and go one step further to take into account the relevance and

importance of the initial land abundance in countries to di¤erentiate between them, and their initial

state of technology, i.e. distance to the world technology frontier.

We start with checking the impact of a higher initial endowment of land on the location of the

threshold Z� in that country. To do this we calculate the impact of an increase in land T on Z�

using the implicit function rule. Using (9), de�ne

F (Z�; T ) = Y (LA; T )� w(LA; T )�
1� �
�

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

Z�
= 0
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To see the e¤ect of an increase in T on Z�,we di¤erentiate to get

dZ�

dT
= � �F (:)=�T

�F (:)=�Z�
= �

�Y (LA;T )
�T � �w(LA;T )

�T � 1���

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

Z�

�Y (LA;T )
�Z� � � 1��� [ �w(LA;T )�Z�

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

Z� +

d

0BBBB@
1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

1CCCCA
dZ� Z��

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

Z�2 ]

= �
�Y (LA;T )

�T � �w(LA;T )
�T G(Z�)

:::
= �

(1� �)
+

�Y (LA;T )
�T

+
�Y (LA;T )

�Z� �

�

� 1��� [ �w(LA;T )�Z�

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

Z� +

�

d

0BBBB@
1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

1CCCCA
dZ� Z��

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

Z�2 ]

< 0:(17)

where we have usedG(Z�) = � 1���

1Z
Z�

ZdG(Z)

Z� from (9), and Y (LA; T ) = w(LA; T )LA� = w(LA; T )
G(Z�)
�

in the numerator. This shows that all else equal, countries a higher endowment of land tend to employ

more workers in the manufacturing sector. This is mainly due to the higher marginal productivity

of labor in the agricultural sector that can satisfy internal demand, and higher wages which draw

workers to that sector.

On the other hand, initial distance to world technology frontier can be easily studied by noting

that our result from proposition 1 dZ�

dA > 0 implies that a small country relatively behind with

respect to the world technology frontier, i.e. lower A or an inferior initial state of skill distribution,

has a lower initial Z� than one closer to the frontier. More workers are required to satisfy home

manufacturing demand in autarky due to their lower levels of productivity. This gives identical

predictions as for countries with higher endowments of land.

Lemma 6 A country with a relatively higher T or a lower CX has a lower threshold Z�.

Using Lemma 1, we can distinguish between autocracies to see whether we can explain why

certain (large) autocracies choose to limit education and globalize, while other (small) ones have gone

through a period of a closed economy accompanied by intensive adoption of the latest technologies

and promotion of education policies. The more backward is a country initially with respect to
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technology or education or the more land it possesses, the larger is the rise in Z� that occurs as

a result of opening to trade. This makes it more likely for the positive e¤ect of globalization on

landlords to be higher than a marginal increase in total factor productivity A, i.e. technology

adoption. It is however possible that a drastic tecnology adoption could also result in a similarly

large movement of Z� to match the positive aspects of globalization for landlords. It is nevertheless

possible to conclude that when two di¤erent small economies face a similar opportunity to adopt

a certain level of technology or education, globalization is the preferred instrument for the country

that lies further from the world technology frontier.

Proposition 7 When two autocracies have a choice to adopt a similar level of new technology A, the

country further from the world technology frontier, higher CX , prefers globalization over technology

adoption.

We conclude by analysing the initial level of skills in a country �. If an autocratic country

enjoys a larger education level or skill distibution, then adopting a new technolgy A, makes a large

di¤erence so the elites in more educated countries tend to see technology adoption as more favorable

than less educated ones with respect to globalization.

Proposition 8 Between two autocracies, one with a higher level of skill distribution (better educa-

tion) enjoys a higher e¤ect through A due to the absorptive capacity of workers. Autocracies with

a higher education level hence tend to prefer the adoption of a new technology over globalization

relative to those with lower education levels as the positive e¤ect of the former on the utility of the

elites is larger.

The last two propositions can to a certain degree explain why large land abundant countries in

Latin America with low initial distribution of skills tend to go through free trade agreements while

blocking education. On the contrary, small countries with relatively higher initial skill distribution

in South East Asia tend to encourage policies that promote education and have adopted the latest

technolgies, while their economy has remained closed for longer periods.
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4 Conclusion
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5 Appendix I: Education

We can also interpret technological adoption and investments in education (skills) as an alternative

explanation of an increase in A. The idea boiled down to the concept of appropriate technology
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requiring skills to be operated. This also justi�es why countries do not jump at the technological

frontier even if they can do it at zero costs. They �rst need to build skills.7

In this appendix, we show how an improvement in the initial distribution of human capital in a

country through policies that encourage education or public expenditure on education can play the

same role as an adoption of a more advance technology to move towards the world frontier. We use

a Pareto distribution for skills in the country, which is accepted as a reasonable measure for human

capital endowment. We use

G(Z�) = 1� 1

Z��
; g(z) =

�

Z�+1
(18)

as the cumulative and the density functions. Parameter � � 1 represents how skewed is the distrib-

ution; a larger � gives a more skewed distribution, more heterogeneity, and thus a larger proportion

of low-skilled population. Here more advanced education policies can be thought of as an increase

in �, which lowers inequality of skills and moves the population density towards the more skilled.

Rewriting the equilibrium condition (10) using (18), we get

1� 1

Z��
= �

(1� �)
�

1Z
Z�

ZAg(Z)dZ

Z�A
:

We also know that in the numerator

1Z
Z�

ZAg(Z)dZ =

1Z
Z�

ZA
�

Z�+1
dZ =

1Z
Z�

�ZA���1dZ = �

�
1

A� �Z
A��

�1
Z�
=

�

A� �
�
1A�� � Z�A��

�
:

It follows that for A < �,8 we have

1Z
Z�

ZAg(Z)dZ = �
��A

1
Z���A , which gives

1� 1

Z��
= �

(1� �)
�

�

��A
1

Z��
:

Solving for Z� we have

Z� =

�
1

��A=��
(1� �)
�

+ 1

�1=�
;

7See Caselli ().
8For � > A the level of technology adoption is very high with respect to the existing skill capacity of workers so

that Z goes to in�nity and G(Z�) goes to 1. This implies that a small amount of highly skilled workers in the X

sector can produce an in�nitely large number of the manufacturing goods.
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which is decreasing in � and increasing in A. This proves that an improvement in the distribution

of skills/human capital (lowering �) in the country has the same e¤ect as skill-biased technology

adoption (an increase in A). They both increase the threshold level Z� by shifting workers from the

manufacturing to the agriculture sector in autarky.
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